
Core income up 4% YoY to Php5.2bn, new capacity offset by weak hydro, coal.
Aboitiz Power’s (AP) core net income rose by 4% to Php5.2bn, behind our revised FY2018 estimate 
(22%) of Php23.8bn (from Php24.7) and consensus (22%) estimate of Php23.5bn. Contributions from 
new asset Pagbilao (PEC, 400MW, 50% owned) and better availability and contracting levels of GNPower 
Mariveles (GMCP) were offset by weak ancillary services by large hydros SNAP Magat and Benguet from 
low hydrology and outage with Therma South. EBITDA grew by 7% to Php11.5bn driven mainly by the 
generation segment, but EBITDA margin contracted by 300bps to 31% due to the aforementioned low 
hydrology, more low-margin retail electricity supply (RES) contracts, and Davao coal’s outage. Net 
income fell by 9% to Php4.0bn due to FX losses from loan revaluation (mostly Therma Luzon’s). 

The generation segment’s income rose by 2% YoY as the 7% EBITDA increase of the segment was offset 
by higher interest and tax expenses. Energy sales rose by 19%W to 4,115GWh, mostly from new Pag-
bilao sales (+320GWh) while capacity sales rose by 22% to 3,215MW. Blended average selling prices 
rose by 9% driven by higher input costs. Meanwhile, the distribution segment’s EBITDA grew by 10% to 
Php1.6bn leading to core income growth of 9% to Php992mn on a 7% increase in electricity sales volume 
(1,300GWh). Gross margin fell slightly by 1% to Php1.58/kWh on difference of timing in pass-through 
charges.

Cebu coal 3 gets delayed until December.
PEC commercialized last March and its profitability is even slightly better with what we expected. Pag-
bilao’s attributable income was Php569mn, Php240mn of which were liquidating damages due to delays 
in commissioning. The remaining Php329mn we estimate would be the recurring generating income in 
1Q18 during the commissioning stage, which would translate to approximately ~Php1.3bn income for 
the entire year, slightly better than the Php1bn we estimated. However, Therma Visayas’ (Cebu coal, 
80% of 300MW) unit 3 got pushed back another four months to December due to damages in some parts 
of the power plant that needs to be replaced. This means that any relevant income contribution from 
Cebu coal 3 won’t be felt until January 2019 at the earliest. Recall that we estimated incremental 
income of ~Php400mn from Cebu coal 3. Lastly, the first unit of Dinginin (40% of 668MW) is still on track 
to commercialize in 2019, while the second unit (40% of 660MW) got delayed by a month but is still 
expected to finish in 2020. Other capacity addition this year is Manolo Fortich’s (Hydro, 68MW) second 
unit, albeit minimal.

Low-margin RES business keeps growing.
Retail electricity supply (RES) as a percentage to the generation segment’s core income increased to 
11.6% in 1Q18 from just 3% in 1Q17. As of the end of March, AP’s RES market share (of contestable 
demand) grew to 28.5% (618MW) from 21% in January (see Figure 4). Recall that management indi-
cated that both Pagbilao and Cebu coal 3 will sell all of its capacity to RES, with 330MW out of the 
combined attributable 440MW of both plants already RES-contracted. Do note that AP’s RES contracts 
were serviced by either uncontracted capacities of AP’s existing plants and/or by spot purchases before 
Pagbilao’s completion (see Table 4 for list of AP Group’s RES). Although RES is a lower-margin segment 
(~Php1/kWh margin differnce against contract prices; unregulated with low price visibility) that could 
cause some medium-term contraction in margins, we recognize that contestability (i.e., mandatory 
bidding of power demand to power generators) is the direction of the power industry. Qualified con-
testable customers that are still with their DUs stood at 1,390MW as of March. AP has 110MW (440MW-
330MW) left to contract with RES customers, and if we add that to its current total RES contract of 
618MW, that would add up to 728MW or ~20% of its end-2018 total capacity of 3,400MW. We estimate 
that this could translate to a ~300-400bps reduction to the generation segment’s gross profit margin, 
all else being equal. 

Maintain BUY.
Cebu coal’s delay has minimal impact and could be slightly offest by PEC’s better-than-expected per-
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% 
est. 2016 2017 2018E 2019E

Revenues 108 119 104% 108  119  132  140 

Gross 
profit

43 43  51  57  60 

 margin % 40% 40% 45% 43% 43%

EBITDA  39  47 109% 39  47  46  51 

 margin % 36% 33% 36% 37% 35% 36%

EBIT 26 34 100% 26  34  37  41 

 margin % 24% 29% 24% 30% 28% 29%

Core Net 
Income

 20.6 23.4 111% 20.6  23.4  23.8  25.9 

 margin % 19% 19% 19% 20% 18% 18.5%

 growth % 16% 15% 16% 15% 2% 9%

P/E  17  13 17  13  12  11

EPS 2.6 3.2 2.6 3.2 3.2 3.5

Div yield% 3.2% 4.0% 3.2% 4.0% 4.1% 4.9%

Source: Company presentation, FMIC estimates

Table 2. 1Q18 Summary and Projections

Figure 1. Price Performance vs PSEi

Recommendation BUY

Price (Php) 38.3

Target Price 44.2

52-wk High-Low 43.10-37.00

Outstanding shares (mn) 7,359

Market Cap (Php bn) 281.8

2018E P/E 11.6

2018 EPS 3.3

Div yield % 4.1%

Table 1. Stock data
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Figure 2. 3-yr Historical P/E Band

Source: Bloomberg

Table 3. Project Pipeline

Source: Company presentation

Figure 4. Retail Electricity Supply Market Share by Contestable Demand

Source: Energy Regulatory Commission, as of March 2018
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formance. However, we revised our 2018E earnings downward by 3.6% to Php23.8bn 
to account for AP’s aggressive RES contracting this year and subsequent margin con-
traction. Our earnings estimate implies a 2018E P/E of 12.0x, slightly below the -1 
standard deviation mark (of 12.4x) of its 3-yr average historical forward P/E and at 
the peer average of 12.0x. AP’s mean 3-yr average P/E of 13.8x imputes a target price 
of Php44.2/sh, slightly below the consensus target price (Php46.5/sh) and a 15% up-
side from today’s close. AP’s share price has outperformed the PSEi YTD, -8% to -12%, 
but underperformed it for the past year, -9% to -1%.

Management expects normalization of hydrology with its large hydros in 2H18. Delays 
in other projects and the sharp drop of hydro ancillary services makes 2018 a tepid 
year for AP, but there are significant capacity additions (~526MW) and first full-year 
contribution of new assets completed this year (~268MW) in 2019. AP’s solid expan-
sion footprint, vertical integration (generation to distribution), and diversified and 
well-balanced portfolio makes AP competitive even in a possible oversupply situation.

Table 4. RES Group Information


